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Recycling Containers
Nexus® 26G
The Nexus 26G offers
excellent ﬂexibility to
match diverse recycling
requirements, and can
be sited side-by-side or
back-to-back to create
a recycling center.

Eco Nexus
The economical Eco Nexus
recycling containers are
available as a 16 gallon or 23
gallon capacity unit. The units
take up minimal space, which
allows ﬂexibility of siting.
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C-Thru™ 5Q, 10Q & 15Q
The C-Thru 5Q, 10Q and 15Q are a
range of dedicated disposal units, ideal
for collecting small recyclable waste
deposits. The C-Thru 5Q, 10Q and 15Q
is available in three capacities.

Nexus 52G
The Nexus 52G recycling container allows two
separate streams of recycling to be collected in one
single waste receptacle.

Nexus City 64G
Nexus 36G
The Nexus 36G range of recycling containers
has been designed for areas where a large
capacity container is required for collecting
recyclable waste, yet a modern, stylish
appearance is also desired.

The Nexus City 64G range of recycling
containers with brightly colored apertures
and decals are designed so that they
stand out as recycling points. The brightly
colored hood is used as a visual cue to
encourage recycling and minimize crosscontamination of waste.
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Trash Cans
NEW Canyon™
Traditionally designed, Canyon is a large capacity trash can
suitable for public areas. The open top design is perfect for
outdoor areas where high volumes of trash need to be collected.

Everglade™ 36G
The Everglade 36G is a
heavy-duty yet low
maintenance unit
manufactured from ¼
inch thick Armortec™
coated steel, which offers
outstanding strength, even
in the most adverse of
weather conditions.
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Cedar™
The Cedar indoor trash can
is a stylish and modern
unit that offers users an 18
gallon capacity.

Site Security Trash Cans
NEW C-Thru 50G

Orbit™

C-Thru 50G is a large capacity container with a
clear polycarbonate body that allows the contents
to be seen. This increased visibility helps minimize
the risk of cross-contamination.

The contemporary styled robust bag holder is
ideal for any indoor or outdoor environment.
Glasdon Orbit is manufactured in Durapol™
vandal resistant, self colored material and is
available with or without a lid.

FOD Topsy™
Topsy is purpose-designed
for easy emptying and
maintenance. To help keep your
site clear of unwanted debris
and litter, Topsy can be supplied
as an FOD trash can.
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Water Safety Equipment
Guardian™ Life Ring Cabinets
Constant exposure to the elements can cause deterioration of vital life saving
equipment. Guardian Life Ring Cabinets, manufactured from corrosion
resistant Durapol material, help to protect water rescue equipment from storm
damage and also act as a deterrent to vandals and thieves, reducing the
frequency of costly life ring replacement.

Life Rings
Available in a 24” or 30” size, the
USCG Type IV approved Glasdon
Life Rings are an ideal buoyancy
aid for use around any location
where there is a drop to the water.
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Information Points
Advocate™
Display your posters in style with this extremely robust, low
maintenance and easy to use unit. Advocate information points
are manufactured from tough, corrosion resistant Durapol
material, which offers exceptional strength and a long service life.
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Pet Waste Stations

Fido™

Retriever City™

Fido pet waste station has a Durapol self-returning lid and a molded
plastic liner, which is removable for cleaning and disinfecting. An easy to
use bag dispenser is also available which attaches to the side of the unit.

Retriever City dog waste station offers an integrated bag dispenser and
chute system within one pet waste unit. Retriever City requires minimal
maintenance and is the ideal dog waste container and bag dispenser
for keeping sidewalks clean in urban areas and for public spaces.
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Ash Receptacles
Ashmount™
The Ashmount ashtray can be
attached to a wall or glass.

Ashmount SG™
Integro City™
Integro City is a streamline
‘2 in 1’ ash/trash container
which incorporates both an
ash liner and trash liner in one
stylish unit, making it the perfect
solution for cigarette waste and
general trash control.

A contemporary
styled cigarette unit
ﬁtted as standard
with SmokeGuard™,
an ingenious
smoke-dampening
device.

Ashguard™
Ashguard SG™
Ashguard SG holds
over 3,000 cigarette
butts.

Ashguard is ﬁre-safe to combat the
potentially hazardous problem of
discarded cigarettes. Two models are
available, either dark gray or stainless steel.
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Restaurant Containers
Nexus City 64G

Nexus Shuttle

Food Waste Recycling Bin

The Nexus Shuttle is the ultimate solution for
collecting organic waste and food scraps in
kitchens, cafeterias and food preparation areas.
The large aperture and foot pedal operation
ensures a quick, easy and hygienic disposal of
organic waste.

This dedicated food waste recycling bin is
extremely robust and easy to clean. The unit
features a soft-close aperture ﬂap that keeps
vermin out and odors in.

Combo Delta™
Combo Delta is a 37 gallon capacity, easy
to use trash can with a large aperture and
target graphic to encourage use.
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Bollards
Infomaster has been specially designed to be visible through a car
windshield or side window.

Infomaster™
Infomaster can be used for a variety of applications with a number of
alternative sign faces. The slim design and narrow footprint makes it
ideal for locations where space may be limited. A sign can be displayed
on both sides of the bollard and used between parking bays to eliminate
the need to purchase another bollard.
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Personalization

www.glasdon.com

At Glasdon we understand the importance of aesthetics which is why we
offer the opportunity to incorporate your company logo, brand and colors
onto your chosen products. We can provide you with a free of charge
illustration so you can see exactly how your product will look before you
place your order.

Please call to discuss your requirements today

1-855-USGLASDON
(general inquiries: 804-726-3777)

info@glasdon.com

Glasdon Jubilee
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Here
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